Examination of a brief anxiety sensitivity cognitive concerns intervention on suicidality among individuals with obsessive-compulsive symptoms.
A growing body of research has demonstrated elevated rates of suicidality among individuals with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). Recently, it has been proposed that the cognitive concerns component of anxiety sensitivity (AS) may be one factor contributing to this association. AS cognitive concerns, which reflect fears of mental incapacitation, has been found to be associated with OCD and increased suicidality in a number of populations. However, questions remain as to whether reductions in AS cognitive concerns will lead to subsequent reductions in suicidality among individuals with OCD symptoms. In the current study, the sample (N=54) was comprised of individuals with elevated OCD symptoms recruited from the community who were participating in a larger randomized clinical trial. Individuals were randomly assigned to a one-session AS cognitive concerns intervention or a health information control intervention and assessed at post-treatment and one-month follow-up. Results indicated that the active intervention produced significantly greater reductions in AS cognitive concerns immediately post-intervention. Moreover, changes in AS cognitive concerns following the intervention mediated changes in suicidality at one-month follow-up. Findings are discussed in regard to adjunct interventions for OCD.